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Hana Edika
It's 1954 and nine-year-old Mira's life is about to
change forever. After a typhoid outbreak rages
through her town, robbing her of her parents and
siblings, the orphaned child is forced to live with
her mysterious, depressive Aunt Hana, a figure
both frightening and fragile. Gradually, Mira
uncovers the secrets of their troubled family history
and begins to understand why her aunt is so
incapable of trusting herself and the world around
her. Deftly weaving two separate timelines, the
harrowing reasons behind Hana's reclusive way of
life, the guilt she wears as palpably as a cloak, and
the tattoo on her wrist, are revealed to Mira. Alena
Mornstajnová's gripping novel, which is based on
real events, has won numerous awards and been
translated into over a dozen languages across the
world.
The Miracle Game Charles University in Prague,
Karolinum Press
Young women drift through Prague wondering
about unplanned pregnancies, a child's
reflections on the Christian concept of
sinfulnesslead to resolve to sin only 'just a little
bit', drunken men banter over interminable card
games, and a woman's salvation comes in the

unexpected form of pickled buttocks. Bringing
together authors of different generations, styles
and backgrounds - including for the first time in
English translation, two stories by Czech Roma -
this collection expresses women's meultiple
perspectives on social and intimate issues with by
turns caustic and sensitive insight into human
nature. 'Full of humour, acuity and inventiveness'
Maya Jaggi, Guardian 'Wonderfully diverse,
energetic and entertaining.' Bernie Higgins, One
Eye Open

O K*a*p*l*a*n! My K*a*p*l*a*n! W.
W. Norton & Company
Audisee� eBooks with Audio
combine professional narration and
sentence highlighting to engage
reluctant readers! Thirteen is
supposed to be a great age—dances,
cheerleading, boys—but she never
thought it would also include
cancer. Dawn Rochelle is about to
face the toughest fight of her life—a
fight she has to win. Otherwise, she
has only six months to live.
A Nation of Bookworms?
Parthian
Nation of Bookworms takes an
in-depth look at the reading
culture of the Czech
Republic--the country with
the highest number of
libraries per capita
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worldwide. Drawing on studies
and oral interviews of Czech
readers conducted by the
National Library of the Czech
Republic and the Institute of
Czech Literature between 2007
and 2018, the book presents
intriguing new research on
Czech readership and society.
Ji?í Trávní?ek deftly sifts
through hard data and first-
person reportage, illuminating
the myriad components that
make up reading culture, such
as print-reading, screen-
reading, libraries, book
sales, the social lives of
readers, time spent reading,
and reading preferences.
Trávní?ek also takes a global
look at literary love,
exploring the parallels
between the reading cultures
of other countries and the
Czechs’ unique fervor for the
written word. Nation of
Bookworms is essential reading
for bibliophiles on every
continent.

The Cremator Karolinum Press
V�bor ze studií literárního historika a
editora Martina Machovce, které vznikaly
v posledních dvou dekádách
(2000–2018), p�edstavuje celou �adu
faset uva�ování o fenoménu
undergroundu. V jednotliv�ch studiích
se zab�vá zejména undergroundovou
literaturou z okruhu I. M. Jirouse a
rockové skupiny The Plastic People of the
Universe, ale věnuje pozornost i
�ir�ím souvislostem této literatury –
jejím p�edch�dc�m z 50. let (okruh

Egona Bondyho a Ivo Vodse�álka), roli ve
spole�enství Charty 77, vazbám na
angloamerické prost�edí nebo
hudebním a scénick�m realizacím a
zp�sobu, jak�m byly tyto texty v
samizdatu �í�eny. In this collection of
writings produced between 2000 and 2018,
the pioneering literary historian of the
Czech underground, Martin Machovec,
examines the multifarious nature of the
underground phenomenon. After devoting
considerable attention to the circle
surrounding the band The Plastic People of
the Universe and their manager, the poet
Ivan M. Jirous, Machovec turns outward to
examine the broader concept of the
underground, comparing the Czech
incarnation not only with the movements of
its Central and Eastern European neighbors,
but also with those in the world at large. In
one essay, he reflects on the so-called
P�lnoc Editions, which published illegal
texts in the darkest days of the late forties
and early fifties. In other essays, Machovec
examines the relationship between illegal
texts published at home (samizdat) and those
smuggled out to be published abroad
(tamizdat), as well as the range of literature
that can be classified as samizdat, drawing
attention to movements frequently
overlooked by literary critics. In his final,
previously unpublished essay, Machovec
examines Jirous’s “Report on the Third
Czech Musical Revival” not as a merely
historical document, but as literature itself.
Saturnin Random House
Explores the mysteries of love in a collection
of real-life love stories that illuminates the
many faces of love
True Love Saqi
With the same powerful evidence, and range of
reference, as his global bestseller Capital in the
Twenty-First Century - and in columns of 700
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words, rather than 700 pages - Chroniclessets out
Thomas Piketty's analysis of the financial crisis,
what has happened since and where we should go
from here. Tackling a wider range of subjects than
in Capital, from Barack Obama to the migration
crisis, it comprises the very best of his writing for
Liberationfrom 2008 until the present day. Now,
translated into English for the first time, it further
cements Piketty's reputation as the world's leading
thinker today.
Saturnin London ; New York : Marion
Boyars : Distributed in the United States by
Scribner
Legendární sluha Saturnin je zpátky –
a pojede ly�ovat! Do malebného
prost�edí zasně�en�ch Orlick�ch
hor se vydá opět v doprovodu star�ch
znám�ch: vě�ně nesnesitelné tety
Kate�iny, jejího neotesaného synka
Milou�e, sarkastického doktora Vlacha i
laskavého děde�ka, kter� nosí po
kapsách nevy�erpatelnou zásobu
poveden�ch historek. Kdo tímto
dobrodru�stvím prosvi�tí s
elegantními oblou�ky? Komu se
poda�í salto nazad? A pro koho se
tentokrát rozezní svatební zvony?
Of Mice and Mooshaber Charles University in
Prague, Karolinum Press
The object of the work is the analysis of
translation universals in the English and
Spanish translations of the novel Saturnin by
Zden k Jirotka. The aim of the analysis is to
find out how the two translations differ in
respect to the number and distribution of
translation universals and to try to identify the
potential cause(s) of these differences. The
Thesis is divided into two parts, the Theoretical
and the Practical Part. The Theoretical Part
provides the necessary background to the
analysis, focusing on the basic theoretical issues
in the field. In addition, information about the
life and works of Zden k Jirotka are provided,
as well general information about the two
translations and their translators. In the

Practical Part, eight sections selected from the
novel are analysed separately for the presence of
translation universals. Each section focuses on
one or two types of translation universals only.
The analysis is concluded by the summary of
the results in each translation and by the
comparison of both translations."
From Good King Wenceslas to the Good Soldier
�vejk Harper Collins
The collection of short stories entitled Behind the
Lines: Bulguma and Other Stories draws on
Ha�ek’s experience from revolutionary Russia.
In a manner similar to that employed in his
caricatures of the pre-war monarchy, he satirically
captures events of the Bolshevik revolution from the
perspective of a Red commissar in a combination of
grotesque humor and sarcasm. Historical events
serve merely as part of the historical mystification.
Ha�ek presents them as he perceived them as a
man and participant in historical events. He depicts
them primarily as simple and human, pushing his
critical view into the background. On the border of
a comic exaggeration and a realistic depiction, an
amusing story about a forgotten Tartar town of
Bugulma unfolds featuring the Soviet commander
of the Tver Revolutionary Regiment, drunk
Yerokhimov, and Comrade Ga�ek, the
Commanding Officer of Bugulma. Employing
humor and exaggeration, Ha�ek demonstrates the
zealotry of the revolutionary period as well as the
stupidity and simple human insecurity of
authoritarians. The collection of short stories,
Behind the Lines, also includes other sketches by
Ha�ek, written at the same time.
Saturnin LAP Lambert Academic
Publishing
Eduard Bass' story from 1922, a classic of
Czech literature, has been published in
English (Karolinum 2008). The translation,
distinctive for its creative and playful
approach to Bass' language while being
faithful to the original's style and the time of
the story's conception, is a work by Ruby
Hobling; the foreword was written by Mark
Corner. One of the most famous works of
Czech fiction, it relates the story of father
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Chattertooth, who brought up his eleven
sons as a phenomenal soccer team. It can be
read as a celebration of the spirit of fair play,
tenaciousness and enthusiasm for sports as
well as a slightly ironic story, making fun of
the period's fascination with Czech soccer
and alluding to events in the post-war
society. It is no accident that the book
garnered huge popularity among young and
adult readers, was published more than
thirty times and was put on film as early as
in 1938. The English translation draws on
the Czech version of Zdeněk Ziegler's
design and with Ji�í Grus' illustration,
which won the Most Beautiful Book of
Fiction Award at the Autumn Book Fair in
Havlí�k�v Brod in 2008.
Saturnin Charles University in Prague,
Karolinum Press
From the eighth floor of a tower block in
Central Europe, Jan Zábrana surveyed the
twentieth century. He had been exiled from
his own life by Communism. His parents
were imprisoned, their health broken, and
he was not allowed to study languages in
college. Refusing both to rebel outright or to
cave in, he thought of himself as a dead
man walking. “To all those who keep
asking me to do things for them, I
sometimes feel like saying: ‘But I’m
dead. I died long ago. Why do you keep
treating me as if I were one of the
living?’” Yet during some of Europe’s
most difficult years, he wrote The Lesser
Histories, a collection of sixty-four sonnets
that range through themes of age, sex, and
political repression—a radiant testament to
his times. The lines are emptied both of
personal pathos and political stridency.
Often Zábrana’s own voice segues into
those of poets he had translated over the
years, leaving only a bare shimmer of

subjectivity—humorous, oblique,
pained—with which to view his own works
and days. The poems document a splendid
and bitter isolation, and are immersed in the
humor, hatreds, and loves of the everyday.
Published in Czech in the ill-fated year of
1968, they subsequently fell into neglect.
After the fall of Communism in 1989,
Zábrana’s collected poems and selected
diaries were published in Czech, and he was
acclaimed as a major twentieth-century
writer. Now, with this collection, he can
begin to reach English-language readers for
the first time.
Jeeves aneb anglick� Saturnin XYZ
Anglicko-�eská verze klasického Kafkova
díla Kafkova povídka Proměna (Die
Verwandlung), publikovaná r. 1915, je
pova�ována za klí�ové dílo krátké
prózy 20. století. Obsahuje typické
kafkovské prvky jako absurditu, pocit
bezv�chodnosti, tragicko-komické momenty.
Je tě�ké rozhodnout, co vlastně proměna
ve hmyz znamená. Zda jde o sen, symbolické
zobrazení osamělosti a bezradnosti �i
obraz mě��anské strnulosti a povrchní
morálky. Profesor německé literatury
Stanley Corngold z univerzity v Princetonu
uvádí ve své knize Komentátorova
beznaděj (The Commentator’s Dispair) a�
sto t�icet r�zn�ch vysvětlení. Díky
německé větné stavbě Kafka v
originálu �asto pou�ívá momentu
p�ekvapení a zvratu na samém konci
věty. To je pak samoz�ejmě o�í�ek pro
p�ekladatele. I samotn� p�eklad slova
ungeziefer není zcela p�esn�, proto�e
kromě hmyzu ve st�edověké něm�ině
toto slovo znamená ne�isté zví�e
nevhodné k uctívání, jakousi havě�. V
na�í publikaci naleznete anglick� a
�esk� p�eklad povídky. Nejsou zcela
identické a bude jistě zajímavé porovnat,
jak si kter� z p�ekladatel� s p�vodním
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německ�m textem pohrál. Nicméně
�e�tina Vám jistě pom��e tam, kde
Vám bude angli�tina p�ipadat
nesrozumitelná. Vě�íme, �e si z obou
p�eklad� mnohé odnesete a kromě
�tení samotného se p�iu�íte i
ně�emu novému v anglickém jazyce.
Anglick� text si m��ete poslechnout na
nahrávce ke sta�ení. V publikaci také
naleznete jazykové komentá�e.
Saturnin Karolinum Press
With famous Everyday Spooks (orig. publ.
1961), Prague-born Karel Michal presents an
unforgettable assortment of fantastic creatures
that inhabit his strange vision of everyday
reality in '50s and '60s communist
Czechoslovakia. Translated from the Czech by
David Short and complemented with suitably
eerie illustrations by Dagmar Hamsíková,
this collection of seven short stories describes
bizarre encounters where the past melts into
the present, ordinary people meet comic and
anxious figures and interact with ghosts, and
mundane speech drifts repeatedly into
absurdity. In Everyday Spooks, Karel Michal
shares a forgotten world populated by
murderous dwarves, cockabogies, ghosts, and
the grotesque Doodledor. Written in the
communist Czechoslovakia of the '50s and '60s,
Michal's stories reflect a strange in-between-
ness, a realm caught between medieval folklore
and the oppressive modern state. Here,
otherwise simple language that wouldn't be out
of place in a children's book - indeed, translator
David Short calls these 'grotesque fairy tales' -
intermingles with discussion of quotas, class,
and government agencies. This childish form
allows Michal the freedom to address what he
considers the injustices of the state, and
subversively note the absurdities he finds in
Czech culture. In each story, Michal seems to
toy with his reader as he toys with his
characters - and as a dead cat might toy with
his prey. In "The Dead Cat," Michal plays with
logic in the honorable tradition of Lewis

Carroll: "'Now look here . . . i�s either or.
Nobody can be two things at once. Either
you're a dead cat, in which case you've no
business speaking, or you're a live cat and then
you've even less . . .'" Michal's dead cat engages
in all kinds of sedition and blasphemy - to the
horror of all who converse with him - but the
story itself is genius, its cat utterly logical,
jenseits von Gut und B�se: a thought-
computer. In the body of this cat, in the guise of
a children's tale, Michal speaks truth to the
powers that be - and the unspeakable is spoken
in each of these stories. Though the translation
of Everyday Spooks has yielded some interesting
phrases - colloquial Czech and rural accents
abound, and Short interprets these with such
locutions as 'soddin' superslut' and 'bog-trottin'
bitch,' as well as other equally hilarious and
bizarre expressions - despite these
idiosyncrasies, or perhaps because of them,
Michal's little book of tales is charming, an
unlikely but enjoyable marriage of the odd old
world and the absurd emerging new. Jeff
Waxman, CONTEXT, Review of
Contemporary Fiction, University of Illinois,
Dalkey Archive Press, pp.244-45
Bohemian Tales Princeton University Press
The witness in 1948 to a baffling event
labled by Catholic townspeople as a miracle
and by the Communist Party as a fraud,
cynical Czech Danny Smiricky finds himself
drawn into an investigation of the event
twenty years later during the 1968 Prague
Spring
P�cha a p�edsudek - Pride and Prejudice
Karolinum Press
On its initial publication in Czech in 1942,
Saturnin was a best-seller. This is entirely
appropriate, for while Saturnin draws on a
tradition of Czech comedy and authors such as
J. Ha�ek, K. �apek and K. Polá�ek, it was
also clearly influenced by the English masters
Jerome K. Jerome and P. G. Wodehouse.
Saturnin is the story of a young man in love
and his faithful servant Saturnin, who upsets
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the peaceful rhythm of his master’s domestic
arrangements and turns his life inside out. He
lures him into an exotic world where he is
forced to live dangerously, and shows him how
to cope with any situation. Saturnin lays bare
the weaknesses of others and compels them to
disclose their ‘true’ nature – he is a
subversive servant. Written at a time when
Czechoslovakia was deep in the grip of the Nazi
occupation, Saturnin showed that one form of
resistance was to put the world created by
invasion out of your mind and create another.
However, so recognisably Czech was that
‘other’ that its popularity did not diminish
with the end of the war or, indeed, with the end
of the forty years of communism that followed
shortly after the war’s end. The book has been
adapted for radio and television, produced as a
film and has a regular place in the repertoire of
the Czech stage. “A delicious dry humour and
an imaginative flair that makes it much more
than just the ‘Czech Jeeves.’ Owing more to
Jerome K. Jerome than to P. G. Wodehouse,
the writing is rich in homespun wisdom and
casual asides that take on a life of their own,
leading the reader up charming byways of
irrelevance⋯ A surprising number of belly-
laughs for a novel that is more than half a
century old.” —Adam Preston, Times Literary
Supplement
Saturnin Millbrook Press
SaturninCharles University in Prague, Karolinum
Press
The Coasts of Bohemia XYZ
Reginald Iolanthe Perrin is sick to death
with selling exotic ices at Sunshine Desserts.
He's fed up with his boss C.J. who delights
in making his life hell. And he's had enough
of his eager young assistants who think
everything is 'super'. So begins Reggie's
battle against consumerism. Driven to
desperation by the rat race and the
unpunctuality of Britain's trains, Reggie's
small eccentricities escalate to the extreme.
Until, finally, he leaves behind the

unacceptable face of capitalism altogether.
Driven off in a motorised jelly, and creating
the world's biggest loganberry slick on his
way, he dumps his clothes on a Dorset beach
and sets off for new adventures...
Bohumil Hrabal. A Full-length Portrait Saturnin
Vladislav Vancura's Summer of Caprice is
commonly considered untranslatable. The playful
style of the narrative, the level of language
mastering and also the development of the
metatextual context of the last 80 years together
form this unmistakable classic of Czech literature.
Looking from this perspective our English edition is
an experiment, thanks to the translation by Mark
Corner on one side which inevitably - as every
other translation - is an interpretation, and the
original illustrations by Jiri Grus and the
typography by Zdenek Ziegler on the other side.
However, it is an experiment aiming to present an
understanding of Czech spirit, humour and way of
life.
Translation Universals in Jirotka's Saturnin
Lulu.com
Mr. Kopfkringl, who happily works at the
Prague crematorium, is attracted to Nazism
until he finds that his wife is half-Jewish
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